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RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS WITH BOUNDED
DIRICHLET FINITE POLYHARMONIC FUNCTIONS

by LUNG OCK CHUNG, LEO SARIO, and CECILIA WANG

The harmonic and quasiharmonic classification of Riemannian manifolds
has yielded the following strict inclusion relations:

Here for any class F of functions, 0, stands for the class of Riemannian

manifolds which do not carry nonconstant functions in F ; 3 H is the class
of harmonic functions; P, B, D, and 0 the classes of functions which are
positive, bounded, Dirichlet finite, and bounded Dirichlet finite, respectively;
Q the class of quasiharmonic functions q, defined by dq =1, where d is
the Laplace-Beltrami operator d6 + 6d ; and HX, QX designate f11
with X = P, By D, or C.

In the present paper we turn to relations of H and Q to the elapse
Hm of nondegenerate polyharmonic functions u, defined by A- u = 0,

0, m an integer ~ 2. The first question here is : does the existence
of functions imply that of 7~g functions ! We shall show that the

answer is in the negative: there Riemannian manifolds of any dimen-
8ion whioh oarry even Hm 0 functiona, for all m ~ 2, without admitting HX
functions for any X. The relation of Hm 0 to QX is similar.
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1. For N h 2, let ON be the subclass of N-dimensional manifolds in a

given class 0. Denote by ON the complement of ON.

PROOF. Consider the N-dimensional 4 beam &#x3E;&#x3E;

i =1, ... ~ N -1, f with each pair of opposite faces 1}, = 7£, y; = - 1l identi-
fied by parallel translation perpendicular to the x-axis. Endow T with the

metric
u,

Since

we have fo (x) E H (7.’) if and only if fo (x) = ax + b. The harmonic measure of
(x = c &#x3E; 0) ] on (0  x  c) is x/c, which tends to zero as o --~ oo. Similarly
the harmonic measure of the bouadary component at x = - oo vanishes,
and therefore T belongs to the class Oo of parabolic Riemannian manifolds.
Since 0a c Ogp, we have T E 0xz .

2. The fact that can also be proved « directly &#x3E;&#x3E;, i.e., without

recourse to Since the proof may offer some methodological inte-
rest, we insert it here, in the case N ) 2. For integers 

= y; . The function f’s (x) On (y) is harmonic if

that iii I

with T (x) = ti2 &#x3E; 0. By a theorem of Haupt [1] and Hille [2],
C.

if , then the general solution is 8symp-
v

totically ax + b for some constants a, b.
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A general h (x, y) E H (T) has a representation h cn fn where

each Iln cv x + bn ~ I as x --~ + oo, and the summation is under all n

and all combinations of cosine and sine in On. If h E HB, h ={= const., then

for each r~o the function (y) h (x, y) is bounded, and the same is true of

For no such that f,~ (x) ~ const., this violates

We conclude that 11, f B, and T E OHB.

3. To see that I we first consider the case m = 2 and set

Since we have Clearly
Moreover,

-

Hence u. E C.

4. We proceed to the general case m h 2 and define recursively

Suppose I In view of

we have . Moreover, for all sufficiently large x,
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and ). Since um is odd,

Thus um+I E 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

5. We now exclude QX functions.

PROOF. Consider the manifold

with the opposite faces yi y; --. n again identified for each I ===

a 1, ... ~ N -1. On 8, take the metric

a a constant. Then u, (x) E H (8) if and only if

as is seen by 1 set

We know that »

and therefore Clearly Moreover,

. Thus for
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Note that now we do not claim the simultaneous existence of 

functions for all m.

6. To exclude QX functions, we first note that the equation

is satisfied by

Every q (x, y) E Q can be written q = q, + h, h E H, and therefore

where each In 6ft E H, and the summation 21 excludes n == (0g... 0). To see

P, take xo so large that q, (aeo) + b  0. This is possible
for all 06 &#x3E; 2013 1~ in particular for our a ) 4w - 3. Then choose yo such

that El (xo) On (yo) = 0. Such a yo exists for each xo since JOn (y) dy = 0,
- 

y

hence For these xo , I yo we have q (xo , I yo)  0,
b

that is, q I P, and we have shown that S E OQp, hence 8 E OQx for all X.
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

7. Can Theorem 2 be generalized to the class Q" X of polyquasiharmonic
functions q, defined by All q == 1 ? Let N be the class of negative functions.
We shall show:

THEOREM 3.

PROOF. On the Riemannian manifold 8 of No. 5, take
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We know that q, E Q, and i,

Therefore E and qn f P if n is if n is even.

It remains to show that if q (x, y) E Ql, then q I P, B, D, C for n odd,
0 for n even. The discussion is essentially the same in both

cases, and we shall consider the former. Since has a

representation

with d" u (x) == Of and the trigonometric functions occurring in the

presentation of a polyharmonic function. In view of = 0, u is a

linear combination of functions in x belonging to ~1~ (S) for p, = 1, ... , 1&#x26;.
For 0153 &#x3E; - 1, all such functions grow slower than x2n, as an inspection of
the up of No. 5 will show. Thus there exists an xo with qn (xo) -f - ~u (xo)  0,
q" being  0. Choose yo such that Z’ Gn (yo) = O. For these I

we have q yo) = qn (Xo) + ~ (xo)  0. P, B, C for 0153 &#x3E; - 1.
To see note that + u)’ &#x3E; 8 &#x3E; 0 for all sufficiently

large x. This gives

The authors are indebted to Drs. D. Hada and N. Mirsky for helpful
discussion.
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